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Do you want to know more about guinea pigs and how you can train your's? You may be surprised

to know that guinea pigs can be trained just like cats and dogs and that you can also train them to

be loyal and affectionate pets.Many people think of guinea pigs as a pet to keep in a cage and

occasionally let out and handle. They consider themselves lucky if their guinea pig doesn't bite

them! I wrote "Guinea Pig Pets: Train Your Guinea Pig The Easy Way!" to show you that guinea

pigs are actually very intelligent creatures that have a great capacity for learning. This step by step

guide will help you discover more about guinea pigs and teach you how to train yours.You can train

it to obey commands and even perform simple tricks.In "Guinea Pig Pets: Train Your Guinea Pig

The Easy Way!" you will also discover:- Basic Training - I show you the first steps in training your

guinea pig, including the basic equipment you should use- Command Training - discover how to

teach your guinea pig to respond to voice commands, including the three basic commands every

guinea pig should know- Understanding Guinea Pig Behavior - understand the psychology of guinea

pigs which will help you to train them better!- Litter Training - train your guinea pig to use a litter tray

so you can let it out of the cage more in the house!- Advanced Training - teach your guinea pig

tricks and surprise your friends with how clever your guinea pig is!- Coping With Difficult Pets -

some guinea pigs can be tricky to train and you will find out how to overcome the issues some

'problem' pets may have!- Guinea Pig Competitions - yes there are competitions for guinea pigs,

called Cavy shows, where you can show your guinea pig and hopefully win a rosette or two with

your new found training skills!Training your guinea pig is great fun. Few people realize how

intelligent a guinea pig is and how well they can be trained.Enjoy training your guinea pig as

"Guinea Pig Pets: Train Your Guinea Pig The Easy Way!" explains everything you need to know to

teach your guinea pig to respond to vocal commands and perform simple tricks. Your pet will very

soon become a talking point!
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If you have a guinea pig and would like to know how to train it this is the book for you. I did not

realize that a guinea pig could be trained in so many areas. You can teach your guinea pig to do

tricks such as begging. I was amazed that you can teach your guinea pig to use litter just like a cat.

Not only is this book filled with details on how to train your guinea pig but it also gives you

information on the history of guinea pigs. If you are thinking about getting a guinea pig for a pet or if

you already have one be sure to get this book. You will find this book a welcome addition as you

start to train your guinea pig.

Who knew? Easy enough for my teenagers to understand - they have tried some of the training

already. Poor Reggie doesn't know what's hit him! Well worth a read and you really should give the

training a go - it's so much fun!

Guinea pigs are the cutest pets! You'll learn about the guinea pig's personality, how easy it is to

train them, and how they truly make loving and faithful pets. Way to go Debbie for a cute and

informative book.

The author is an expert on guinea pigs. The book is full of valuable and interesting facts about

guinea pigs, how to care for them and how to train them. I did not realize how trainable these cute

little animals are. I thought they were just the type of animal you held in your hands and put back

into its cage. We are considering one for a pet and now I can teach it to do cool tricks!



What a great book about this precious animals. It's quite complicated to look after them and I would

never thought that I could train them. This book tells you step by step about their training. It makes it

easy.

This book is well written, easy to follow and contains really useful information on Guinea pig training.

Absolutely recommended.
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